
neon+sign
We provide all types of neon sign solutions , including 

flexible neon , acrylic neon and glass neon.
From the inquiry consultation, structure design, prototype 

and mass production,we can provide all for you.

NEON+SIGN
Classification
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More colors can be chosen in the 
flexible neon series,customized 
color are available，when you 
meet MOQ.The feature of flexible 
neon is short production time ,such 
as window display and wedding.-
Comparing the other series, it is 
cost-effective.

Traditional glass neon,it has 
special lighting effect andvintage 
style,lt is still loved by a great 
number of people,we always 
engaged in this industry.

There are 4 types of acrylic neon 
sign,the feature is no seam in the 
joints,more precision on details 
and low voltage for safety.

Category
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Colors shown  are in stock, custom 
colors are available to order in larger 
quantities.

Category
Acrylic Neon

About Artwork Conversation

Features of Converted Logo Artwork

*Please note your original logo art work will be converted into a special artwork for production.

Original Logo Artwork Creating Paths Decide The Stroke Width

Logo’s stroke width boco
mes even

Round inner corner 
becomes sharp

End of line becomes round

Face and top side lighting Full lighting Full lighting with metal backer Face And Side Lighting



Acrylic Neon

Showcase

Acrylic Neon
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Flex Led Neon

Flex Neon 
& Glass Neon
Customized flex neon and glass neon allow lighting designers to create 

organic shapes for dramatic lighting effects. These could be something for 

your business, for your home, bar, restaurant, store, for a special party, 

wedding, event, a gift, or for your garage or outdoor area.

Flex led neon allows lighting designers to create organic shapes for dramatic lighting effects. This could be 

something for your business, for your home, bar, restaurant, store, for a special party, wedding, event, a gift, 

or for your garage or outdoor area. Also for floor lighting and display lighting.



Flexible  Neon

Different Backing Options

Selection Of Color
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Flexible  Neon

Acrylic is 100% recyclable

All electrical elements
are CE & UL certificated 

More reasonable design 

Focus on details and 
better joints 

Safer wire connection 

Advantages



Flexible  Neon

Flexible  Neon

Showcase



Glass Neon

Glass Neon

Showcase


